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SUMMARY 

The present paper gives simple and elegant methods of construction of 
variance balanced (VB) binary and non-binary designs with unequal block 
sizes and unequal number of replications using (a) two or more balanced 
incomplete block (BID) designs having same number of treatments and (b) 
the concept of reinforced design. Besides getting new binary and non-binary 
VB designs which are not obtainable by the existing methods given by 
many authors. It has been shown that some of these methods turn out to 
be particular cases of the methods described in this paper. 

Key words: BID design, VB design, Kronecker product of matrices, 
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1. 11Itroduction 

Understanding significance of non-equireplicate VB designs, many have 
contributed in the construction of such designs. John [4] constmeted binary 
and ternary VB designs starting with a BIB design. Kulshreshtha, el al. [5] 
generalized the method of John [4] giVIng VB binary and temary designs with 
unequal replications and unequal block sizes starting with two BIB designs 
having same nnmber of treatments. Das [1], explaining the significance, 
introduced reinforced incomplete block (IB) designs and gave reinforced BIB 
designs. K.R Nair pointed out UIat Ule reinforced BIB designs with 110 complete 
block added is a particular case of the intra- and inter- group BIB designs 
introduced by Nair and Rao [7]. Since Ulen VB and efficiency balanced (EB) 
designs are constructed using reinforced IB designs. As a significant 
contribution, Das and Ghosh [2] iutroduced the concept of generalized efficiency 
balanced (GEB) designs unifying BIB designs, VB and - EB designs and 
constructed several series of Ilew VB and EB designs using the technique of 
reinforcement. Kageyama and Mukerjee (6] starting from BIB designs attempted 
to develop a unified theory of construction of VB, EB and GEB designs based 
onAeinforcemcnt, considering all possible choices of the parameters t, p, 11, 
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and Uz used by them in their methods of construction. Gujaratbi andu1 

Pravender [3] gave constntction of some new EB designs using the technique 
of reinforcement. 

In the present paper, two methods of construction of improper VB designs 
with unequal number of replications are given by the reinforced IB designs 
introduced by Das [11 using BIB designs as basic designs. It is shown tllat 
besides constructing some new binary and non-binary VB designs by these 
methods, some of the above discussed methods tum out to be a particular case 
of our results and both of these facts are illustrated througb examples. 

2. Notations 

We introduce below the notations used in the present paper : 

0: sign of Kronecker product 

I~N: p - replications of N 

Iy: v-square identity matrix as an incidence matrix ofa particular BIB design 
with v = b, r = 1, k .. 1, A. = 0 

Jv•b: v x b matrix of unities as an incidence matrix ofa complete block design 
which is a trivial BIB design with r = A 

Iv. 1: a single complete block as an incidence matrix ofa trivial BIB design with 
b=r=A.=l 


1'v. ,: 1 x v row vector of unities 


3. Methods o/Construction 

Two general methods of construction of VB designs are given below. Next 
various types of reinforcement techniques are explained as a particular case 
of the method in tbe corollaries. 

Theorem 3.1. Let Nl and N2 be incidence matrices of two BIB deSigns 

Dl and D2 whose parameters are respectively given by v. bl' rl' kl' Al and 

v, b2• f2'~'~' Then the matrix N is given by 

= [il'p0N l YI'ij0N2 ] 
N -I' -I'w pb Z ~ 

l 

is the incidence matrix of a VB design D with parameters v' = v + 1. 
b' = pb,+qb2, r' = [(ipr.+yqr2)1;. wpb1 +zqb2J, k' = l(ikl+w)l'Pb ' , 
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~ + i)1'-b]' where i, y, Z, V;; are positive integers so chosen that p and q are 
q 2 

positive integers which satisfy 

£ _ (riz - YAZ) (ik, +w)y 

q - (iA, - wr,) <Ykz +Z)x 

Proof. Evidently the off-diagonal elements of C = (c jj) matrix of Dare: 

i 2pA, rQAz 
c·· = +--- i, j ~ v and i *j

IJ 	 Xk, +w Ykz+z 

x wpr, y z qrz 
c·· = +--- i ~ v and j = v + 1 

IJ Xk, + w Ykz + Z 

By Rao [10] we get the required result upon equating off·diagonal 
elements. 

Corollary 3.1.1. If in 11leorem 3.1, N2 = J b tllen the matrix N gives
v, 2 

the incidence matrix of a VB design D willi parameters 

v' = v+ 1, 

r' = [(ipr, + yqbz)l;' wpb, +zqbz] 

k' = [(Xk, + w)1'jib.' (yv +Z)1'qb ]
1

where pand q are detennined by 

-q (XA, - wr,) (yv +Z)i 

Corollary 3.1.2. If in Theorem 3.1, N2 = Iv,! then tlle matrix N gives 

llie incidence matrix of a VB design D willi parameters 

v' = v+ 1, 

r' = [(ipr, +yq)1;, wpb, + zq] 

k' = [(Xk, + w)1'pb.' (yv + i)1'q ] 

where p and q are detennined by 

p (Z - y)(Xk I + w)y 

q = (XA, - wr,) (yv + Z)x 
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Note that the VB design given by Corollaries 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 does not 
exist when y = z. 

Corollary 3.1.3. If in 111eorem 3.1, N2 Iv then the matrix N gives the 

incidence matrix of a VB design D with parameters 

v' = v+ 1 

b' = pbl + ijv 

r' = [(iprl +Yij)I;.wpb l +zijv] 

k' = [(ikl + w)l'pb ' (y + Z)l'ij'vl
l 

where p and ij are detennincd by 

p zy(ikl +w) 

q (XA\-wrl)(y+Z)x 

Remarks. 

(1) In place of N2• N} call also be selected as NI = J b orv• I 

N[ = Iv,l and VB design can be constructed by obtaining appropriate condition. 

(2) Because of above discussed choices for Nl and N2, we have options 

to construct a design with minimum size. 

(3) Tile method discussed in 111eorem 3.1 gives construction of binary 
and non-binary designs is mentioned below ill Table 3.1 as a sample of 
construction. 

Table 3.1 : Construction of binary and non-binary VB designs 

S. No. Constants Type of Condition for 
i y w z VB design variance balancedness 

I 0 Binary £. _ (r2  ~)kl 

q - A10cz + 1) 

2 2 0 Ternary £. _ -~(2kl + 1) 

q - ~(2Al - rl > 
3 2 3 0 4-ary £. _ -~(2kl +3) 

q - 2kz(2Al - 3r}) 

4 2 1 3 4 5-ary £. _ (4r2  ~)(2kl +3) 

q - (2Al-3rl)(~+8) 
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(4) (a) The design in Theorem 3.1 of Patel el al. [8] follows from 
Corollary 3.1.1 taking i::: p ::: ij = 1, Y= q, w::: p. z::: x, = n.b2 

respcctively. 

(b) TIle design ill Theorem 3.1 (ii) of Kageyama and Mlikerjee [61 follows 
from Corollary 3.1.1 taking = 11. i;;: p = ij ;;: 1, y = lIl' W = p,b2 

i = u" and renaming bl = b, r l = r, kl = k, Al ::: A, NI = No' respectively. 

(c) Tbe design in Section 2 of Kulshreshtha el al. [5) follows from 

TIleorem 3.1 taking i = Y= 1, i = 0, W = k*, P= 0, ij ::: 01, respectively. 

(d) Tlle design in Section 3 of John [4] follows from Theorem 3.1 taking 

Nl = Iv' P = ij = i ::: y = 1, W = k*, i = 0, ~ = k, ~ = A, b2 = b, 

r2 ::: r, respectively. 

(5) A VB design constructed by TIleorem 3.1 is always a BIBD provided 
(a) i = Y= z= I, W = 0 and kl = ~+ 1 (b) i = y = 1, W ::: I, Z 0 and 

~ = kl + 1. 

(6) Note that p and Ii may get large values as the mmlber of treatments 
and/or block sizes increase and tIll1S tIlese designs might not find much use 
in tI1e field of agriculture. However, they may be used in industrial field (cf. 
the discussion in [11]). Furthennore, from the necessity (not merely the 
desirability) of investigating various effects among many factors and tIle 
prevasioll of high-speed and large-scale cOIllJluters we may stand in need of 
VB designs with large values of v (number of treaUnents) and b (munber of 
blocks). Hence, these VB designs may find some use' even in tIle field of 
agriculture. TIms, the methods presented here will be of both statistical and 
combinatorial usefulness. 

Example 3.1.1. Consider two BIB designs DI and D2 having parameters 

v = 7, bl ::: 7, r1 ::: 3, k1 = 3, Al = 1 and v::: 7, = 21, = 6,b2 r2 

~ = 2, ~ = 1, respectively. Using Theorem 3.1 with i = 2, Y= W = I, 
Z = 0, giving p ::: 7 and ij = 4, we get a new ternary VB design with 
parameters v' ::: 8. b' = 133, r' = [661;, 49], k' = [71:9, 21~J. 

Note tIlat (a) this design cannot be obtained by the method of Kulsilreshtha, 
el al. (5) (b) if we take i ::: y ::: I, W ::: 2, i ::: 0 with above mentioned two 
BIB designs as basic designs then we get p = 1, ij = 2 which gives us a VB 
design with parameters v' = 8, b' ::: 49, r' = [151;, 14], k' = [51 7: 214~J 
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which is also obtainable by Kulshreshtba el al. [5) taking k* = 2 and above 
cousidered two BIB designs as basic designs. 

Example 3.1.2. Consider two BIB designs 01 and 02 having parameters 

v = 6, = 6, = 5, kl =5, Al = 4 31m v = '6, = 13, = 13,bl rl b2 r2 

~ = 6, A..z = 13, respectively. Using Corollary 3.1.1 witb i = Vi = i = 1, 

Y= 2, giving p = 12 and q = 1, we get a new ternary VB design witb 
parameters v' = 7, b' = 85, r' = [861;' 85), k' = {6I~, 131 1;}. However, we 

cannot obtain above constructed design by tbe metbod of Kageyama and 
Mukerjee [6) taking any set of values for ul' u2, p witb b2 = n aim above 

mentioned designs as basic designs. 

Example 3.1.3. Consider two BIB designs 01 and 02 hav~llg parameters 

v = 5, = 10, rI = 4, kl = 2, Al = 1 and v = 5, = I, = I,bl b2 r2 

~ = 5, A..z = 1 respectively. Using Corollary 3.1.1 witb i = Vi = I, 

i 0, Y= 5, giving p = 1 311d q = I, we get a ternary VB design having 
parameters v' = 6, b' = 11, r' = [91;' 10), k' = [3Il~' 25) which is same as 

tbe design obtained by Kageyama and Mukerjee [6] method, taking BIBD 
(5,10,4,2, 1) with p = 1, u l = 5, ~ = 0 311d n = 1. 

Theorem 3.2. Let NI , Nl and N3 be incidence matrices of three BIB designs 

01' Dl and D3 whose parameters are respectively given by v, bl' r I' kl' AI; 

v, b1,r1, ~,A..z and v, b3, r3'~'~' Tben the matrix N given by 

_ [il/p®Nl YI'q®N2 SI'm®N3 ] 
N - -I' -I' -I'w jib Z qba n ilibl 3 

is the incidence matrix of a VB design D with parruneters: 

v' = v + I, b' = pb, + q~ + iiib3 

r' = [(ipr, + yqrz+ smr3)1;' Vipb1 +iq~+niiib3) 

k' = [(ikl + Vi)1'jibl' (y'k2 + Z)liqba,\sk3 + n)I'ilib31 

where i, y, i, Vi, s, n are positive integers and positive integers p, q aim iii are 
determined by 
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Proof. Can be proved on similar lines of the proof of TIlcorem 3.1. 

Corollary 3.2.1. If ill theorem 3.2, N3 = J b then the matrix N gives 
v. 3 

the incidence matrix of a VB design D with parameters: 

v' = v + 1, b' = pbl + Qbz + mb3 

r' = [(X pr. + y ijrz + s mb3)1;, w pbl + Z ijbz + ii mb3] 

k' = [(Xkl + w)l'Pb ' <Ykz + Z)l'~, (SV + ii)I'Rib) 
I 

where p, qand m are detennined by 

px(al-wrl) yq(yA2-ZrZ) sm(Sv-iib3)
-'---=---'--=-=- + + = 0 

u. + W YK2 + Z sv + n 

Note iliat for = v, S = ii or s = O. the condition for varianceb3 

balallcedlless of this corollary reduces to the condition of TIlcorem 3.1. 

Corollary 3.2.2. If in Theorem 3.2., N3 = Iv. 1 then the matrix N gives 

the incidence matrix of a VB design D with parameters: 

v' = v + I, b' = pbl +qb2 +m 
r' = [(Xprl +yqr2+sm)1;. wpb1 +zqb2+iim] 

k' = [(Xkl + W)1'Pb ' <Yk2 + Z)1'qb ' (SV + ii)1Ri1
1 1 

where p, qand III are detennined by 

p X(XAI - wr.) Yq(yAZ - zrz) s m(S - ii)
-'---=---'--=--=- + _ + = 0 

ul + w YKz + Z SV + n 

Note that for s = ii or s = 0, the condition for variance balancedness of 
this corollary reduces to the condition of TIleorem 3.1. 

Corollary 3.2.3. If in TIleorem 3.2, N3 = Iv then the matrix N gives the 

incidence matrix of a VB design D with parameters: 

v' = v + 1, b' = pbl + qbz + mv 
r' = [(X prl + Yqrz + sffi)l;, wpbl + z qbz + ii illv] 

k' = [(Xkl + w)l'pbl' <Ykz + Z)l'qb ' (S + ii)l'RivJ
1 

---------------------------~-.... -----
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where p, qand In are detennined by 

pi(xA, - wrl ) Yij(yA2 - zr2) i In 0 
Xkl +w + Yk2+z = s+o 

Note that for i 0 or 0 = 0, the condition for variance balancedness 
of this corollary reduces to the condition of Theorem 3.1. 

Remarks. 

(1) In place of N3• Nl and N2 can also be selected as 'N, = J b orv , I 

N2 = Jv. bz', 'N, Iv., or N2 = lv, l' and 'N, == Iv or N2 = Iv' and VB design 

can be constructed by obtaining appropriate condition. 

(2) Because of above discussed choices for N I' N2 and N3 we have options 

to construct a design with minimum size. 

(3) In place of ° and 02 taken as pairwise balanced designs by Pal and 1 

Pal (9), we can take any two of the three designs °1, 02' 03 as pairwise balanced 

designs. 

(4) The method discussed in Theorem 3.2 gives· construction of binary 
and non-bioary designs by appropriate assig1Ullcnt of positive integers to positive 
integer constants i, y, i, W, Z, 0. 

(5) (a) The design in Method 3.2 of Pal and Pal [91 follows from 
TIleore111 3.2 taking N as pairwise balanced design and N3 = Iv' w= e,z 
Z == 0, 0 == k:t - 1, m !lIz, kl == kl - e (block size of Pal and Pal [9]), 

i == P == y = i = 1, ij = 1111' == r, respectively. r1 

(b) The design in Method 3.3 of Pal and Pal [9] follows from Theorem 3.2 
taking NI and N as incidence matrices of pairwise balanced designs andz 
N) == Iv' w= Z = 0, 0 == k:t -1, 111 = nIz, p = 1111' i =Y= ij = i = 1, 

respectively. 
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Example 3.2.1. Consider Ulfee BIB designs °1,°2and 03 having 

parameters v = 16, = 16, r1 = 6, ki = 6, Al = 2; v = 16, = 24,b1 b2 

= 9, ~ = 6, ~ = 3 and v = 16, = 48, r3 = 15, k3 = 5, ~ = 4,r2 	 b3 

respectively. Using Theorem 3.2 with x= y = 1, i = ii = ji = m = 1, 
q = 3 and w= z = 0, we get a new BIB design with parameters 
v' = 17, b' = 136, r' = 48, k' = 6 and pairing parameter A' (say) = 15. 
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